Abstract: Quantization of the parameters of a Perceptron is a central problem in hardware implementation of neural networks using a numerical technology. An interesting property of neural networks used as classi ers is their ability to provide some robustness on input noise. This paper presents e cient learning algorithms for the maximization of the robustness of a Perceptron and especially designed to tackle the combinatorial problem arising from the discrete weights.
Introduction
Arti cial neural networks (ANN) are proposed today as alternative solutions for a wide variety of problems. Whatever is the architecture (feedfoward, feedback), the transfer function (threshold, sigmoidal, Gaussian) or the learning mode (supervised or unsupervised), the e ciency of these models depends mostly on their implementations (simulation or dedicated hardware) and on the learning process used.
So long as the ANN are simulated on conventional computers for some applications, one cannot expect that they provide signi cantly better results than those obtained with the usual approaches since the inherent parallelism is not exploited. Therefore, theoretical studies of models taking into account the major constraints due to the hardware implementations are necessary to the future of the ANN eld. If a numerical technology is Supported by grant 20-5637.88 of the Swiss National Science Foundation.
used to store the weights in the net, the e ects of quantization of these quantities have to be studied and learning algorithms taking into account the discrete aspect of the weights must be elaborated.
When a neural network is designed to solve a particular problem, it is essential to determine the most appropriate learning algorithm, optimizing the adequate objective function for this application. For example, the adaline 35] is very e cient for training a single linear threshold unit used for control or adaptive systems. However, when the goal is to maximize the number of correct classi cations amongst a given set of points separated into two distinct classes, the thermal perceptron 8], the Ho-Kachyap adaptive process 13] or even the simple pocket algorithm 9] are much more appropriate than the adaline. Indeed, if the distribution of the points into the two classes is unbalanced, the solution minimizing the quadratic error criterion can missclassify a part of the data even if the two sets of points are linearly separable.
The Ho-Kachyap procedure will always converge and if the data is linearly separable the perceptron algorithm will also terminate after a nite amount of time, but in that case both stop on the rst encountered solution that classify correctly every point. Thus some power of the computational unit will remain unexploited since the underlying criteria of those training algorithms require only minimization of the number of mistakes.
In many applications (classi cation, recognition) we wish that the linear threshold unit, also called perceptron, classi es correctly all the inputs of the training set and also provides some robustness on input noise. This property is obtained in an optimum way by maximizing the criterion of the stability de ned by Krauth and M ezard 19] and presented in further details in section 2.
Based on the example of the robustness maximization, this paper demonstrates that if the learning algorithm is suited to discrete weights, then the network will conserve all its interesting properties, even when the level of quantization of its parameters is very low. Many papers dedicated to the study of processing units with binary activations (i.e. 1) and with discrete parameters focus on the case of binary parameters x i = 1 2, 21, 20, 33, 12, 3, 18, 29] . The analogy with spin glasses in physics, the simplicity of the model as well as the interest to have activations and weights taking the same values motivated this choice. A detailed study of the computational power of networks with Boolean activations and Boolean weights shows that it is interesting to allow the possibility of keeping or suppressing each connection independently (x i 2 f?1; 0; +1g) 23, 24, 25] .
Amongst others, it has been proved in 25] that the Vapnik-Chevonenkis dimension of the set of Boolean functions computable by a single unit with ternary weights (i.e. in f?1; 0; +1g) is equal to that of the set of all the linear threshold Boolean functions.
In the next section, the problem and the neural model considered will be de ned formally. Section 3 is devoted to the generation of instances of problems with an arbitrarily xed optimum solution. The optimization tools used to solve the problem are described in section 4. Numerical results are reported in section 5.
De nition of the model
The neural model considered in this study is based on the perceptron of Rosenblatt 31] , with binary input and output activations, so the neural function is simply a linear threshold Boolean function. The set of Boolean values is noted IB and we choose the numerical representation ?1 and +1 for the values False and True respectively. For each weight vector x 2 IR n the neural function is de ned from IB n into IB as F x (a) = sgn(x > a), where x > a is the potential of the unit de ned by x for the input a. Note that with this de nition, the threshold value of the linear threshold function is xed to 0; but this is not a limitation since a variable threshold can always be simulated by an extra-weight connecting the unit to an additional input with a constant activation value. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity in further formulae, it can be useful to have an odd neural function, therefore sgn(0) is chosen to be neither positive nor negative, but unde ned and thus the function F x is odd: F x (?a) = ?F x (a) 8a.
Another way to transform the neural function into an odd function is to consider the stochastic perceptron. In this model, the probability that the output F x (a) is +1 is given by s(x > a), where s is the sigmoid function s(v) = 1 1+e ? v . In this case, the output of the unit corresponds to the sign of its potential with a probability between 1 2 and 1, growing with jx > aj. This model is more realistic from the hardware implementation point of view since the dot product of each potential does not need to be computed exactly but can be approximated by an analog gate whose accuracy is related to the slope of the sigmoid function s in 0.
The training set for a processing unit is called a task and is usually represented by a set of input-output associations T = f(a k ; b k )g p k=1 IB n IB. A task is coherent if it is a Boolean application de ned from a subset of IB n into IB; this implies that two identical input vectors cannot have di erent outputs, i.e. a k = a l ) b k = b l . Since there is a bijection between the set of every Boolean function of n arguments and the set of selfdual 1 Boolean functions of n + 1 arguments, we can, without loss of generality, limit the tasks to selfdual applications and assume that a k = ?a l ) b k = ?b l . Therefore, in what follows every b k can be set to +1, since an association (a; ?1) of a selfdual task can be replaced by (?a; +1) without loss of coherence for the task. Thus, a task will simply be given by a set of points T = fa k g p k=1 IB n and a perceptron F x will perform T if and only if F x (a k ) > 0 for every k.
The measure of the robustness of a classi er F x for a task T = fa k g p k=1 is given by (T; x) which denotes the maximum number of errors corrected in any case on the task T by the classi er F x . In other words, (T; x) is de ned as min k k (x), where k (x) is the maximum integer such that 2
Let us de ne the stability (T; x) of the weight vector x for a task T = fa k g p k=1 as the minimum potential: (T; x) = min k x > a k . For simplicity we will note , and k when there are no ambiguity on the task T and the classi er F x considered. Clearly the stability is positive if and only if the task is performed by the unit. Moreover, various lower bounds for can be expressed using . Amongst others, it is simple to verify that 3 (1) Indeed, when an input vector a di ers from a k in r components, it will produce in the worst case a potential 2rkxk 1 smaller than that obtained by a k .
W. Krauth and M. M ezard 19] suggest to normalize x with kxk 1 = 1 and to maximize the stability (T; x) in order to improve the robustness of the classi er. Besides, note that the interest of maximizing the stability is enhanced by the stochastic perceptron model since a weight vector of maximum stability for a task T corresponds to the solution for the stochastic perceptron that performs T with the highest probability.
The advantage of the normalization kxk 1 = const is that the maximization of the stability can then be expressed as a linear programming problem P P : max u.c.
x > a k 8k kxk 1 
However, the resulting optimization problem is no more linear and by the way, much more di cult to solve 19] .
From now on we will be interested in the weights limited to the set TT composed of the three values ?1, 0 and +1. This choice restricts the set of neural functions from all linear threshold Boolean functions to the majority functions, therefore we use to call this model a majority perceptron. To avoid possible ambiguities when both types of weights are considered simultaneously, the symbol w will be used to denote a vector of ternary weights whereas x will represent continuous parameters. Fortunately, the previous debate on the choice of the normalization of the weights vectors does not occur when the processing unit has binary or ternary weights. Indeed, if the weight vector w is in f?1; 0; +1g n and F w realizes a task T, equation (1) Nevertheless, with the additional constraint w 2 TT n , the problem P in equation (2) becomes an integer linear programming problem denoted IP and it is NP-Hard.
In order to reduce the size of the solution space to explore, we had been looking for a property of locality between the optima of the problems P and IP. The problem of determining upper bounds on the deviation between w an optimum of an integer linear problem and x an optimum of the associated linear problem has been addressed in a general context by Cook, Gerards, Schrijver and Tardos 5]. Unfortunately, their results are not applicable in our case, since their bound for kx ? w k 1 is much larger than 2, the maximum deviation. By exploiting the peculiarities of the constraints matrix and of the objective function of P in (2), we had the hope to nd a small value < 2 such that 8x optimum of P; 9w optimum of IP; s:t: kx ? w k 1 :
The proof of such a property for < 1 would imply that the size of the solution space to explore during the resolution of IP can be reduced from 3 n (jTT n j) to at most 2 n by rst determining a solution of P. Unfortunately, this property appears to be wrong even for = 1. Nevertheless, since our empirical work showed that the examples denying this property for = 1 are rare, this idea will be used to guide some heuristic techniques of research presented in the next section. 3 The task generation problem As far as massive experimentations of algorithms are concerned, the question of how to generate the testing problems should be treated with care. In almost all cases, those instances can be generated in a completely random way. Even if the execution on random problems can highlight many characteristics of the tested algorithms, it is essential, for at least two reasons, to complete the benchmarks of new procedures with other types of data. First, the random problems represent only a very speci c class of problems which have many statistical properties that are no more valid in most practical contexts. Second, for many NP-Hard problems, we know only weak bounds of the optimum and therefore we can only compare the solutions produced by di erent algorithms to each other with no idea about how far there lie from the optimum. Thus, for a particular optimization problem, it is very appreciable to be able to generate non-trivial instances of it for which an optimum is known a priori. Unfortunately, for most of the NP-Hard problems, it turns out that this question is as di cult as the problem itself and that the only instances one can produce with known optima are easily solvable. In this section we will present an algorithm that generates non-trivial problems with a known solution of maximum stability.
For any w in TT n , w will denote the number of non zero components of w. Due to the numerical representation 1 used for the Boolean variables, every potential w > a k of any task T and a fortiori (T; w) will be of the same parity than w . The instance generation problem becomes:
Given a weight vector w 2 TT n and a positive integer w of the same parity than w , determine a task T such that 1. (T; w) = , 2. w is global optimum for the task T.
A task T for which w is optimum will be called a blocking set for the vector w of value (T; w). For a given w 2 TT n , a family of blocking sets can be generated from an initial one T by adding points with a potential not smaller than (T; w). Thus a blocking set T for a vector w is minimum if w is non-optimal for every proper subset of T.
The diameter d(T) of a task T = fa k g is the maximum Hamming distance between two points of T: d(T) = max k;l d H (a k ; a l ). Using this simple characteristic of T, an upper bound for the optimum stability of T is n ? d(T):
In that inequation the equality occurs if and only if there is in T a minimum blocking set of size 2 and a value for any optimum vector w (i.e. such that (T; w ) = ).
Given a vector w and a positive integer of the same parity than w , it is simple to generate a blocking set for w of size 2 and of value . Indeed, let us consider, without loss of the generality, that the w rst components of w are +1 and the others 0. Then a blocking set a 1 ; a 2 can be constructed as follows: After a few numerical experimentations it turns out that the tasks containing a 2 elements blocking set are very particular and that the optimum stability is easily reachable in that case. This instance generation procedure was not an useful tool to compare di erent learning algorithms. A more general technique that can produce tasks with minimum blocking sets of cardinality bigger than 2 will be presented here below.
The total potential (T; w) is de ned for any task T = fa k g p k=1 and any vector w 2 TT n as (T; w) = P k w > a k . If w is not optimum for T, then there is a vector w 0 with (T; w 0 ) (T; w) + 1 and thus (T; w 0 ) p( (T; w) + 1). The underlying idea of our procedure is to generate a task T such that (T; w) cannot increase too much when w is modi ed and its variations will keep it strictly smaller than p( (T; w) + 1).
For 
The nal procedure works as follows: for a given vector w, a cardinality p and a stability , a task T is chosen at random such that (T; w) ; then some a k i are ipped in order to decrease the left-hand side of equation (6) until this inequality is satis ed. The tasks generated by that way are still not quite general, however the optimum stability can be much more di cult to obtain since some of those tasks contain minimum blocking sets of more than 2 points.
To illustrate this possibility let us consider the following example with n = 6, w = (+1; : : : ; +1), p = 4, = 0 and the task (6) is satis ed and then w is optimum for T. Moreover, it is easy to check that T is a minimum blocking set for w.
Tabu search
Tabu search (TS) is an e cient meta-heuristic used to nd good solutions for any NP-hard problems and in particular for discrete optimization problems. A discrete optimization problem is usually de ned by a nite set S of feasible solutions and by the gain function g : S ! IR which has to be maximized. Since the domain S of g is discrete, it is not and the best solution encountered so far is memorized in a pocket. At the beginning of the search, the initial solution s 0 is xed arbitrarily or else xed by some clever heuristics. At step k, the choice of the neighbor is guided by the best value of g in N(s k ). Amongst the other heuristic techniques suitable for the resolution of the same kind of problems, one of the most popular is Simulated Annealing 17] . The di erence between TS and SA lies in the way a move is accepted or rejected. In SA, a neighbor is chosen randomly at each step and is accepted or rejected based on its quality and on a probabilistic criterion; whereas in TS a large subset of the current solution neighborhood is considered and a memory (called tabu list) is used to constraint the choice of the next solution. This memory contains an history of the l last moves done. A move is said to be tabu and it cannot be applied at the current time, if its reverse lies in that list. This restriction is based on the idea that one must prevent the search from cycling. Nevertheless, it is possible that sometimes, a tabu move could be used without danger of cycling. For this purpose, the tabu restriction can be cancelled according to an aspiration mechanism A. This acts as a long-term memory of the system, as opposed to the tabu list which is a short-term memory. Such a mechanism can take many di erent forms and the simplest one, used in this work, operates as follows: a tabu restriction is cancelled if it leads to a new solution with an objective value strictly better than the one of the solution contained in the pocket. As a matter of fact, such a solution has never been visited before, so there is no risk of cycling.
To complete the description of TS, the stopping criterion has to be speci ed. The simplest one consists of deciding in advance the number of steps t M to perform. Another possibility is to stop when the best solution stored in the pocket has not been improved for a given number of steps t . However, this forces the system to run for t steps after the optimum had been found. A better solution adopted in the present work is the following: x a maximal number of steps t m (which does not need to be as large as t M ) and a threshold number of steps t (which can usually be chosen 2 to 4 times smaller than the usual t ) and stop after t m iterations if the best solution has been found before the t last steps, otherwise replace t m by t m + t . The above description of TS is summarized and simpli ed and the reader who needs more information will nd it in 10, 15, 11].
Tabu search is well suited for maximizing the stability. For a problem with n variables, the most general set of feasible solutions is TT n the set of 3 n weight vectors with components in TT. However, it could be possible to use some subset of TT n in order to speed up the search. For example, an interesting way to reduce this set is to consider the sign of the optimum continuous solution x 2 IR n of the relaxed problem P. The subset TT n of TT n is thus de ned as TT n = fw 2 TT n ; kx ? wk 1 1g: Note that 2 n jTT n j 3 n . On this basis, we tested the two following neighborhoods:
complete Restricted neighborhood: N R (w) = fw 0 2 TT n j w 0 j = w j 8j 6 = i; w 0 i = w i 1g, complete Extended neighborhood: N E (w) = fw 0 2 TT n j w 0 j = w j 8j 6 = i; w 0 i 6 = w i g.
Note that for each neighborhood the set of vectors around w examined at each step can be extended by considering, for a xed integer l 1, every solution w 0 at a distance (induced by the neighborhood) at most l from w. This approach brings more information for the search when l > 1 but increases considerably the computation. According to our numerical experiments, the most adapted neighborhood is N R , because it implies few estimations and leads to good solutions. Note that it is possible to use only a percentage of the whole neighborhood (one says that it is a random neighborhood) in order to speed up the search at each step and to increase the diversi cation of the global search. This approach did not give us satisfaction since it works properly only for high percentages (> 50%).
The choice of a good gain function g is critical, therefore the rest of this section will deal with this issue. A number of di erent functions can be considered; the di erences
So, most of the time, the next solution s t+1 will be picked at random in a wide set of neighbors of s t having the same objective values.
A rst improvement re ning this gain function is the introduction of a second term which represents the number of potentials w > a k (1 k p) strictly above the stability. Indeed, when a stability is reached and cannot be improved directly, a simple way to guide the research towards solutions of stability + 1 is to minimize the number of potentials equal to the minimum stability . This new function g # : TT n ! ZZ IN is de ned as the couple (g (w); jfkjw > a k > gj). The order relation on Cartesian products which will be used in this paper is the lexicographic order:
(x 1 ; y 1 ) < (x 2 ; y 2 ) () (x 1 < x 2 ) or (x 1 = x 2 and y 1 < y 2 ):
The problem with function g # is that it treats in the same way the potentials which are near to the stability as well as those which are far from it. Since we established that the variation of the stability at each step is equal to 1, it is interesting to force the lowest potentials to increase without taking too much care of those with a greater potential. This observation brings us to consider new functions that take into account where B : ZZ ! IR is the bonus function. o is a reference stability value and it has to be chosen appropriately according to the di culty of the problem (i.e. o has to be close to the optimum stability). In our implementation, o represents the next goal to reach. At the beginning it is set to 0 and it is increased by +1 each time that a w with (w) o is found.
With gain function g b , the total bonus is used to discriminate amongst the set of neighbors that have the same stability value, whereas for g b only the total bonus is considered. The latter function is thus less constrained than the former. Note that the underlying idea of those two functions is derived from some very e cient objective functions designed for graph coloring problems 14].
The last function presented in this paper illustrates another way to take into account the set of all potentials. This function does not t exactly with the general frame of TS described in the beginning of this section, since the value of the gain function is elaborated relatively to the current solution w and to the move m investigated. The function g :
TT n M ! ZZ IR is sensitive to how each potential varies during a move. The value of the bonus for a point a k depends on the di erence w > a k ? (w), which is positive by de nition of (w), and on the sign of the potential variation k = (m(w) ? w) > a k 2 IB. where the penalty B ? and the bonus B + are two functions from IN into ZZ. We can simply choose B ? = ?B + , but it is usually better to break the symmetry. Indeed, whenever two points lie at the same potential level, if one increases and the other decreases its potential value, the total balance sheet is negative with respect to the stability.
Numerical results
In section 4, we described how the TS optimization technique was applied to the problem of maximizing the robustness of a linear threshold classi er composed of discrete weights. During this work, we tried to determine the sensitivity of each parameter of this method throughout a various number of numerical simulations. In this section, only a small part of these experiments will be presented. These results illustrate the e ects on the quality of the solution and on the CPU-time of the di erent possible choices for the main ingredients of TS that are: the feasible solution space, the initial solution, the neighborhood and the gain function.
Unless otherwise mentioned, the initial solution is chosen at random in the solution space TT n with the complete restricted neighborhood N R , and the gain function used is g # . The reader may be surprised that we did not choose the null initial solution which would ensure a non-negative maximum stability. We decided not to do so, and also not to use any information in the gain function that would favor the zero solution, for two reasons. First, from a practical point of view the null solution is uninteresting, and secondly, when the size of the task is large, the fact that the maximum stability found is negative emphasizes the limits of our algorithms.
Other parameters of TS such as the tabu list length or the stopping criterion are not discussed below since it came out from our simulations that they had no signi cant in uence on the results. Every numerical solution presented in this section are obtained with a tabu list of length 5. When this value decreases under 5, some cycling situations appear and the results are a bit worse, but they remain almost constant when the tabu list length varies between 7 and n 3 . This situation seems to be particular to the robustness maximizing problem because in other applications of TS the tabu list length is a sensitive parameter 32].
Our main objective in this work was to produce an algorithm able to nd a good solution in a short time because in a further work it will be applied iteratively on each unit of a full multilayer network by a global algorithm. In preliminary experiments we stopped the search when the best solution found had not been improved for the last t = 5000 steps and we observed that the best solution was almost always found in less than a few hundreds of steps (up to 2n). Therefore, we choose to use the last type of stopping criterion described in section 4, with t m = 500 and t = 200.
In the graphs presented below, the maximum stability obtained or the CPU-time is plotted against the ratio = p n , i.e. the size of the task over the number of inputs. The maximum number of elements that can be stored in a binary classi er is an important issue in perceptrons training. It is commonly represented by c called the critical storage capacity and de ned as the ratio between the greatest jTj such that (T; w) is still greater than zero in average, and n.
Each point in all the pictures is a mean value over 100 random tasks with all the Boolean coe cients chosen uniformly in IB. In order to ensure the comparison of the results, for each couple of values n and p the same sets of 100 random tasks of size p n were used for all the experiments of that size.
The di erences between the curves representing the stability (w) are sometimes small, therefore we decided to increase the legibility of the pictures by plotting on the vertical axis the deviation of the stability from the continuous optimum, i.e. (x )? (w), where (x ) is the optimum stability of the task when the weights are continuous. Thus (x ) ? (w) represents the addition of the loss due to the quantization of w and the non-optimality of the solution found. To make critical storage capacities c readable, we added to each plot showing (x ) ? (w) against , a part of the function (x ) and thus the two lines intersect when (w) = 0, i.e. when = c .
People who are not involved in discrete optimization are sometimes not convinced of the usefulness of adequate techniques in comparison to an approach that rst solves the same optimization problem in a continuous space (without the integrality constraints) and then truncate the optimum to the desired discrete values. We can nd in the literature 34] examples of resolution of the stability maximization problem with bipolar or ternary weights, consisting of truncating a real optimum of P described in (2). . We observe that the curve corresponding to TS for a w 2 f?1; 0; +1g n lies between those related to w 2 f?2; ?1; 0; +1; +2g n and w 2 f?3; ?2; ?1; 0; +1; +2; +3g n obtained by truncating x . The long deviation bars
show that the results of such a rounding o procedure can sometimes be rather good and other times really bad. The capacity of the majority perceptron for n = 150 is around 100 when the weights are computed directly from x , and it increases up to 165 when the latter are set by a TS using the gain function g .
The initial solution can be determined in many di erent reasonable ways. It can be either 0, or chosen at random, or, according to the idea suggesting that there is probably an optimum solution w not too far from one x optimum of P, it can be xed as the truncation on TT n of any x . An analysis of the e ect of the initial solution has been carried out. It appears that in a small dimensional space (n = 50) the choice of the initial solution is not so important but in higher dimensions (n = 200) the results obtained when the initial w is derived from x are signi cantly better than those obtained by a zero or random initial solution. We also ran 10 times on each problem TS starting from a random solution. In low dimensions, the best solution amongst 10 is slightly better than the solution starting from x truncated, but in high dimensions, the situation is the opposite. The deviation (from the real optimum) of the average stability on 100 random problems of size n = 150 is plotted against for di erent solution spaces and initial solutions. Curve a) was obtained by a search starting from a random solution and limited to a restricted solution space TT N based on one optimum of the problem P. Curve b) corresponds to a search starting from a solution truncated from an optimum of P (i.e. in TT N ) and then evolving freely in TT n . They are compared with two other sets of results obtained with the simplest (c) and the best (d) gain function and starting from a random solution in TT n . Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the improvement obtained when the solution space w is limited to TT N . Clearly, it is worth using the information given by the optimal solution x . Indeed, working in the subspace TT N with the simple gain function g # gives nearly the same results than with the use of g , but in a much shorter time, even if the time needed for the resolution of the linear program is taken into account.
In curve a) the initial solution w was chosen at random in TT N (i.e. kw ? x k 1 1) and these constraints held during the whole search. In b) the initial solution was obtained by truncating x 2 IR n , but the search was done in the complete space TT n . We observe that the rst plot is always better than the second. In comparison, two other curves are The resolution of the linear program was achieved by CPLEX 7] . The times of the simplex is added to the time of the iterative search, when the latter is based on information given by the optimum of the linear program.
superposed on that graph. Curve c) represents the simplest case, using the same gain function g # as the latter and starting from a random solution in TT n . In the last plot (d) a more powerful gain function was used (in this case g with (B ? ; B + ) = (x; 0)) and one observes that a search in the limited space TT N produces results almost comparable to this last curve. Moreover, the associated critical storage capacities are identical. The two simulations a) and b) require a large initial time for the resolution of P to produce x , but then they are very fast. When the search is limited to TT N the neighborhood explored at each step is smaller and thus the computation of each step is faster.
Di erent choices for the neighborhood are the basis of gure 4. The three plots correspond respectively to complete restricted and extended neighborhood and to a 50% random neighborhood.
The number of neighbors examined respectively at each step is between n and 2n, exactly 2n and statistically n. Note that the random neighborhood was implemented as follows: for each of the 2n neighbors a coin is ipped to decide if it is included in the random neighborhood or not; thus it can often happen that no variation of a component w i is considered.
The two complete neighborhoods produce almost equivalent solutions, even if the restricted neighborhood is slightly better near the maximum capacity. The di erence between the results obtained using the random neighborhood is signi cant, but the search is much quicker with the latter. Figure 4 shows that the loss in stability is between 1 2 and 1 when a random neighborhood is used and that there are no signi cant di erences between the two complete neighborhoods even if the restricted one is often a slightly better. Moreover, it should be noted that an extended neighborhood is more expensive in CPU-time than a restricted one and a lot of time can be saved by using a random neighborhood. Average deviation of the stability on 100 random tasks of size n = 100 versus capacity is compared for TS based on complete restricted and extended neighborhoods, and 50% random restricted neighborhood.
The various gain functions discussed in section 4 are compared in gure 5. The dynamic gain function g leads to signi cantly better results. The three others can be considered as equivalent according to the standard deviation bars, even if g b is slightly better than g b and both improve the simple g # . The various gain functions represented in gure 5 had also been compared on particular tasks with known optimal stability generated with the algorithm described in section 3. The deviation from the optimum stability (averaged over 100 problems) versus optimum stability is plotted for the same TS versions than in gure 5 comparing the various gain functions. Figure 6 illustrates the results obtained with g # , g b , g b and g , for n = 200. It is worth noting that the performance order observed in gure 5 is preserved for these particular problems and in particular that the dynamic gain function is sensitively better than the others. We have no clear explanations for the general banana form of all curves, other than the generation procedure should produce the most di cult problems for TS when ' 1 3 . Since the average deviation from the optimum is always smaller than 1, we can conclude that the tasks generated are not particularly di cult.
In order to tackle bigger problems, it is of interest to know how the stability varies with the number of inputs n. Figure 7 illustrates the progression of when n increases.
The stability maximization problem for perceptrons with binary weights has been already addressed many times in the literature, but we found no published experiments for ternary weights. In order to make some comparisons we let our algorithm running using only IB n as solution space so that it produces binary solutions. Note however that in this experiment, the gain function had not been modi ed at all and probably was not suited for this the binary solution space. Figure 8 is a comparative graph that gives the critical storage capacity c for di erent algorithms and for binary or ternary weights. So, it illustrates the e ciency of each algorithm and the in uence on the capacity of the introduction of the weight value 0. The best stability found by our method based on dynamic gain function is normalized by 1= p n plotted against 1 n . Each point is averaged over 100 random problems and each curve corresponds to a di erent ratio = p=n, namely from up to down, 0:1, 0:3, 0:5 and 0:7.
In 29], the authors claimed that their approach can be easily generalized to other discrete sets of weight values. We did some experiments with IP for ternary weights 30] but apparently this method required a great expertise since the results we obtained were rather poor. By a private communication with authors of 29] we know that they ran The critical storage capacity obtained by di erent optimization techniques is plotted against n. The increase due to the consideration of ternary instead of binary weights is also presented. In our simulations, for each value of n = 49; 63; 101; 127; 191; 255 and each p around the capacity, TS was run 100 times and the value of alpha c plotted was obtained by linear interpolation from the greatest negative and the smallest positive average capacity. their algorithm for ternary weights and for n = 81 they obtained c = 1:15.
In reading gure 8 we should keep in mind the fact that our goal was quite di erent than that in 18, 16] . The aim of the latter works was to develop algorithms able to bring the stability as far as possible in order to corroborate the theoretical previsions. In the present work, we tend to produce algorithms that run fast enough to be used at each iteration of a general training algorithm for multilayer feedforward neural networks (see 26] ). Thus, in our experiment with binary weights, for each problem TS executed around 1500 steps and for problems of size n = 255, the computational time was below 3 minutes per problem on a Silicon Graphics MIPS R4400 at 50Mhz.
In order to improve the lower bound of the optimum stability, we also tested memetic algorithms 6, 27] based on a genetic algorithm principle and improved by TS which is applied on each member of the population before each crossing-over. This approach provided excellent results, slightly better than those obtained by a single TS but, as expected, the CPU-times were multiplied by 3 to 8 for populations of 8 or 16 solutions.
Amongst the numerous theoretical studies of the stability maximization problem achieved with statistical mechanic tools, the paper of M. Bouten, A. Komoda and R. Serneels is of particular interest for our work since it deals with parameters of values in TT 3] . They mainly established the critical storage capacity c (f) of a perceptron with a xed rate f 2 0; 1] of non zero weights. It turns out that c attains its maximum value 1:17 when the dilution of the parameters is f = 0:63.
In our case, the situation is slightly di erent since the dilution rate is not xed a priori but chosen by the learning process. However, we found interesting to compare our results with their theoretical previsions. Taking our best training algorithm based on the gain function g , we computed the number of null parameters found in each of the 100 problems solved, for each values of p and for n = 100 and 150. As it can be read in gure 5, for n = 100 the critical storage capacity is between 1:1 and 1:2 and for these two capacities, the average of the dilutions f obtained in each best solution found is 0:6509 and 0:3817. By a linear interpolation between these two points we found c = 1:161 and f( c ) = 0:631. This is extremely close to the previsions of M. Bouten et al.
Unfortunately, the results are slightly worse for n = 150. With the same computation we got c = 1:099 and f( c ) = 0:4392. This means probably that our algorithm favor to much the solutions with many zeros when the dimension of the problem increases. According to the theoretical previsions, it would be perhaps possible to improve the training methods | when is close to c | by choosing during the search the solutions of dilution close to 0:63 with a higher priority.
Conclusion
The aim of this paper is to show both, that a perceptron, even with parameters quantized on only three values, can reach acceptable stabilities, and that, in spite of its simplicity, TS is a very e cient technique to solve training problems in perceptrons with discrete weights.
Since TS can be considered as an improved gradient descent, it presents the advantage of providing interesting solutions after a few steps. Thus, when the time is as important as the solution quality, the search process can be interrupted after a short time, the solution would never have been totally bad. This is not the case with SA, for example.
In comparison with continuous optimization techniques, there are no continuity or derivability constraints on the objective function. This turns out to be very convenient since any kind of knowledge of the problem can be inserted in the gain function. Moreover, our dynamical version of TS is very exible and the associated bonus function can be easily adjusted to any particular situation. The improvement realized by this variation of classical TS is signi cant and it would be interesting to use the same idea for other practical applications of TS.
The simplicity of TS brings it amongst the best candidates for an on-chip learning implementation. The short tabu lists required (less than 8 items) would provide hardware realizations economical in the silicon surface. Indeed, an e cient way to implement the tabu list is to add to each connection a counter representing the number of steps a modi cation of the connection will remain forbidden. The resolution of the linear program has been achieved by CPLEX 7] . The times of the simplex is added to the time of the iterative search, when the latter is based on information given by the optimum of the linear program. Average deviation of the stability on 100 random tasks of size n = 100 versus capacity is compared for TS based on complete restricted and extended neighborhoods, and 50% random restricted neighborhood. Each plot represents the average deviation of the stability on 100 random problems of size n = 100 versus capacity obtained by TS using g # ; g b ; g b and g . The bonus function used with the gain functions g b and g b is B(x) = x if x 0 and B(x) = 0 otherwise. For the dynamic gain function g , (B ? ; B + ) was set to (x; 0). Figure 6 : Experimentation of TS on problems of known optimum.
Captions
The deviation from the optimum stability (averaged over 100 problems) versus optimum stability is plotted for the same TS versions than in gure 5 comparing the various gain functions. The critical storage capacity obtained by di erent optimization techniques is plotted against n. The increase due to the consideration of ternary instead of binary weights is also presented. In our simulations, for each value of n = 49; 63; 101; 127; 191; 255 and each p around the capacity, TS was run 100 times and the value of alpha c plotted was obtained by linear interpolation from the greatest negative and the smallest positive average capacity.
